We propose to compute the search direction at each interior-point iteration for a linear program via a reduced augmented system that typically has a much smaller dimension than the original augmented system. This reduced system is potentially less susceptible to the ill-conditioning effect of the elements in the (1, 1) block of the augmented matrix. A preconditioner is then designed by approximating the block structure of the inverse of the transformed matrix to further improve the spectral properties of the transformed system. The resulting preconditioned system is likely to become better conditioned toward the end of the interior-point algorithm. Capitalizing on the special spectral properties of the transformed matrix, we further proposed a two-phase iterative algorithm that starts by solving the normal equations with PCG in each IPM iteration, and then switches to solve the preconditioned reduced augmented system * Computational Engineering Program, Singapore-MIT Alliance, 4 Engineering Drive 3,
with symmetric quasi-minimal residual (SQMR) method when it is advantageous to do so. The experimental results have demonstrated that our proposed method is competitive with direct methods in solving large-scale LP problems and a set of highly degenerate LP problems.
Introduction
Interior-point methods (IPM) are commonly used to solve large-scale linear programming (LP) problems. The most computationally intensive part at each iteration of an IPM involves the solution of one or more linear systems of equations. There are several ways to solve the linear systems. The standard approach uses direct method to solve the normal equation system based on sparse Cholesky factorization of the symmetric positive definite Schur complement matrix [3] , [11] , [23] . Another common approach solves the augmented system of equations by Bunch-Parlett decomposition of the symmetric indefinite augmented matrix [4] , [20] , [21] . However, as the size of the matrix becomes large, the computational effort of direct methods grows in the order of m 3 , if the LP data is dense.
One way around this difficulty is to employ iterative methods to solve the linear systems of equations. As justified by Freund and Jarre [5] , iterative algorithms have many advantages over direct methods. Iterative methods such as Krylov subspace algorithms have the potential to reduce the computation time by working with approximate directions rather than exact directions (modulo rounding errors). The amount of reduction achievable by any iterative method is determined by the spectral properties of the coefficient matrix, which determine the convergence rate of the iterative method [2] . Hence, it is important to construct an effective preconditioner for the coefficient matrix to achieve a small condition number or good clustering of the eigenvalues for the preconditioned system [16] , [19] .
It is known that the spectral properties of both the Schur complement matrix and the augmented matrix deteriorate as the interior-point iterates converge to a solution.
Hence, effective preconditioning is especially critical for the iterative solver as the IPM converges. In particular, the Schur complement matrix is usually more ill-conditioned than the augmented matrix. As a result, it is usually more difficult to achieve convergence with the normal equation system, and solving it typically yields less accurate solutions compared to solving the augmented system for a given linear system, although the former has the advantage of being symmetric positive definite and smaller in size than the latter.
Some progress has been achieved in constructing preconditioners for the augmented systems. Practically all of the work in this area exploited the block structure of the augmented matrix in designing the preconditioners, as can be seen in [1] , [2] , [7] , [5] , [10] , [14] and [18] . Theoretical properties of the resulting preconditioned augmented systems, such as eigenvalue distributions and convergence bounds, have also been derived in [1] , [2] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [14] and [18] . Oliveira and Sorensen [14] have shown that, in general, it is potentially easier to design an effective preconditioner for the augmented system than the normal equation system. Specifically, they showed that every preconditioner for the normal equation system yields an equivalent preconditioner for the augmented system, but the converse is not true. Based on the augmented system, they proposed a class of symmetric preconditioners that was shown to have the desirable property of improving performance (in terms of number of iterative steps required to solve the linear system) as the IPM approaches a solution. This phenomenon is unusual because the linear systems typically become more ill-conditioned as the interior-point iterates converge to a solution. However, sophisticated techniques are required for their implementation, such as selecting linearly independent columns from the constraint matrix and computing the sparse LU factorization for the resulting submatrix.
In this paper, we propose a preconditioning approach that produces a preconditioned system that also becomes better conditioned as the interior-point iterates converge to a solution. However, we take a different approach from that taken by Oliveira and Sorensen [14] . We first exploit the block structure of the symmetric indefinite augmented matrix to transform the augmented system into an equivalent reduced 2 × 2 block system, which is potentially better conditioned than the original augmented system. Based on the transformed system, we design the preconditioning matrix by approximating the block structure of the inverse of the transformed matrix. We also propose a two-phase iterative algorithm that takes advantage of the spectral properties of the transformed matrix to compute the search directions in the interior-point method. Phase one employs existing direct or iterative method to compute the search directions via the normal equations, while phase two computes the search directions based on the transformed equations by some preconditioned iterative method. Computational experiments have produced some encouraging results.
We use · to denote either the vector or matrix 2-norm. For any two non-negative numbers α and β, we write α = O(β) if there is a positive constant c such that α ≤ cβ.
We write α = Ω(β) to indicate that α = O(β) and β = O(α). For a matrix M , we write M = O(β) to denote M = O(β). We let R(M ) and N (M ) be the column and null spaces of M respectively. If M is nonsingular, the condition number of M is the number κ(M ) = M M −1 . For a vector x, we use diag(x) to denote the diagonal matrix whose main diagonal is x. If all the components of x are nonzero, then x −1 denotes the vector whose ith component is x −1 i . The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the augmented system and normal equation in more detail. In section 3, we derive some results on the condition number of the Schur complement matrix. We present the reduced augmented system and some theoretical results in sections 4 and 5. Then, in section 6, we discuss preconditioner design based on the block structure of the inverse of the reduced augmented matrix. In section 7, we propose a two-phase iterative algorithm that solves the normal equation in the first phase and the reduced augmented system in the second phase, as well as address some implementational issues. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of our approach through some computational results in section 8, before concluding the paper in section 9.
Problem formulation
Consider the following LP problem in the standard form:
where c, x ∈ IR n , b ∈ IR m , A ∈ IR m×n . The dual LP problem of (1) has the form:
where z ∈ IR n , y ∈ IR m . We assume that A has full row rank throughout this paper.
The first order optimality conditions, also known as the KKT conditions, corresponding to (1) and (2) are:
where X = diag(x), Z = diag(z) and e is the n-vector of all ones.
To apply primal-dual IPM to solve the given LP problem, we solve the following perturbed KKT conditions instead:
where µ > 0 is a barrier parameter. It can be seen that (4) is identical to (3), except that the complementarity condition is perturbed by µ. In the IPM solution of the LP problem, the parameter µ > 0 is reduced by a certain factor at each iteration of the IPM. For every µ > 0, (4) has a unique solution (x(µ), y(µ), z(µ)) which defines the central path for the primal-dual feasible region of (1) and (2) . As µ gradually reduces to 0, the solution converges to an optimal solution.
To solve for the search directions (∆x, ∆y, ∆z), we apply Newton's method to the perturbed KKT conditions (4) to obtain the following Newton equation system:
where
By substituting ∆z = X −1 (r c − Z∆x) into the second equation in (5), we can reduce the set of Newton equations to the following augmented system of equations:
By eliminating ∆x from (7), this can further be reduced to the normal equations
The matrix S = AD −1 A T in (8) is the Schur complement of the augmented matrix A in (7). After solving for ∆y in (8), we may compute ∆x and ∆z via
At each iteration of the primal-dual IPM, the solution of the linear system (7) or (8) have to be computed numerically. This is the most computationally intensive part of the IPM's solution of an LP problem, especially when the coefficient matrix is dense.
It should be noted that the only part of the coefficient matrix that changes from one iteration to another of the IPM is the diagonal matrix D. Very often, the matrix D is highly ill-conditioned, particularly when the interior point iterates approach an optimal solution. This typically causes the coefficient matrix to be highly ill-conditioned even if A is well-conditioned (for details, see [22, ch.10, 11] ). Applying iterative solutions such as Krylov subspace method to such systems often encounter exceedingly slow convergence. Furthermore, constructing an effective preconditioner for such a system is extremely difficult when D is ill-conditioned.
Conditioning of the normal equations
It is well known that the ill-conditioning of the matrix D in (7) is often due to the separation of its diagonal elements into two clusters with different orders of magnitude, where one cluster corresponds to non-active constraints while another corresponds to active constraints. Very often, a highly ill-conditioned D leads to a highly illconditioned augmented matrix A even if A is well-conditioned (see [22, ch.10, 11] for details).
When µ is small, strict complementarity of the iterates (x, z) implies that the diagonal elements of D separate into two groups of magnitude Ω(µ) and Ω( 
where For the analysis below, we consider the SVD: 
e., iff A 1 has full row rank. Let
Lemma 3.1 Assuming that A has full row rank, then W 22 is nonsingular.
Proof. Since A has full row rank, it is easily shown that
, which is a contradiction. Thus U T 2 A 2 has full row rank and W 22 is nonsingular. (b) If A 1 does not have full row rank, then
Note that W
Proof. (a) By expanding the matrix S, we can rewrite it as
When A 1 has full row rank, the matrix A 1D −1 1 A T 1 is nonsingular. The required result is now obvious and we shall omit the details.
(b) Using the SVD of A 1D −1/2 1 and the expression in (11), we thus obtain
and using the result in [16, p . 389], we have
22 /µ, and the required result (12) follows readily. 
Reduced augmented system
In this section, we show that it is possible to transform the augmented matrix A in (7) to an equivalent reduced 2 × 2 block matrix that can potentially be better conditioned.
Let the partition in ∆x and g corresponding to that of D in (10) be
Let E 1 be a given positive definite diagonal matrix with the same dimension as
(Usually we choose E 1 to be a positive multiple of the identity matrix.) Instead of computing ∆x and ∆y from (7), we propose to compute them by solving a smaller system which we call the reduced augmented equation (RAE), as given in the next lemma. The main motivation for using the RAE instead of the augmented system (7) is that the former is generally a much smaller system than the latter.
Lemma 4.1
The solution of (7) can be computed from the following reduced augmented equation (RAE):
, and
Once ∆y has been computed, ∆x 2 can be readily computed from the equation
Proof. By substituting the partitions of D, A and g into (7) and using ∆x 2 =
By adding
times (16) to (17), we have
The above equation, together with (16) scaled by F −1/2 gives (14).
Proof. The proof is easy and we shall omit it.
Lemma 4.3 The inverse of the reduced augmented matrix K in (14) is given by
where S = B T H −1 B + Ψ, and P = H −1/2 BS −1 B T H −1/2 satisfies the condition 0 P I, i.e., P and I − P are positive semidefinite. Furthermore,
Proof. The proof of (18) can be deduced from [16, p. 389] . By the definition of S, we have 0 S −1/2 B T H −1 BS −1/2 I, and thus H −1/2 BS −1/2 ≤ 1. This implies that
.
By Lemma 4.2, it is easy to see that
Note that 
We have
If B has full column rank, then
Proof. (a) Let W := U TW U be written as
Thus
This completes the proof of (19) .
(b) Note that we have
Since
, we get the result in (20) readily. When B has full column rank, V 1 is an orthogonal matrix, and hence
(c) It is clear that S can be written in the form
Using the same proof as in (a), the required result is easily shown.
(a) If A 1 has full row rank, then BB T is nonsingular and
Proof. From Lemma 4.2, and noting that H ≈ B 2 , it is easy to see that
(a) Since BB T is nonsingular, we have 
, and the required result follows readily.
Comparing the results in Prop 3.1 and Prop 4.1, we can see that the effect of an illconditioned D on the reduced augmented matrix K in (14) is potentially less prominent than the Schur complement matrix S in (8).
Residual vectors
Suppose the system of Newton equations (5) Assume that once ∆y and ∆x 1 is given, ∆x 2 can be computed without rounding errors from (15) , and ∆z is also computed exactly from (9) . Then the residual vector associated with the Newton equations (5) is given by
Proof. It is easily shown that
and the required result follows readily from the above equations.
Preconditioning Approach
Most existing preconditioning techniques for the augmented matrix in (7) assume implicitly that D is reasonably well-conditioned. However, as mentioned, Krylov subspace iterative methods often encounter slow convergence due to ill conditioning of A or S because of an increasingly ill-conditioned D as the IPM converges to a solution. The matter is made worse because constructing an effective preconditioner for A or S is extremely difficult when D is ill-conditioned. As shown in the preceding section, for the RAE system in (14), the effect of an ill-conditioned D is less prominent than that of the normal equations. Hence we expect the task of constructing an effective preconditioner to be easier based on the theory developed by Oliveira and Sorensen [14] who showed that in general, it is potentially more difficult to design a suitable preconditioner for the Schur complement matrix S than the augmented matrix A.
We shall adapt the results established by Oliveira and Sorensen [14] to show that every preconditioner for the normal equation system yields an equivalent preconditioner for the RAE system, but the converse is not true. Therefore, the preconditioned normal equation system can be seen as a particular case of the preconditioned RAE system. Lemma 6.1 Consider the reduced augmented matrix K in (14). For an arbitrary pair of nonsingular left-right preconditioners (M, N ) for the Schur complement matrix S in (8), we can construct a corresponding pair of preconditioners (P, Q) for K such that
Proof. Let Ψ = LL T and consider the matrices
Then we have
where S = BΨ −1 B T + H. By expanding the terms in the expression for S, it turns out that S is exactly the Schur complement matrix S in (8).
The next lemma shows that one whole class of preconditioners for the RAE system (14) results in the same preconditioner for the normal equation (8) .
Lemma 6.2 Consider the RAE system (14). For nonsingular matrices M and N , and a matrix Y of appropriate dimensions, we can construct for K a pair of preconditioners (P, Q) of the form
that will result in a normal equation independent of N and Y .
Proof. It can be easily shown that
The preconditioned RAE system is thus given by
By eliminating ∆u we get
Again, simple algebraic manipulations will reveal that the matrix BΨ −1 B T + H on the left-hand side is exactly S in (8).
The preceding lemmas imply that in general, the reduced augmented system offers more freedom in designing effective preconditioners than the normal equation system.
Next, we shall study an approach of designing the preconditioner that exploits the block structure of the inverse of the reduced augmented matrix. Before doing that, we shall give an overview of some existing preconditioning methods for an augmented system.
Existing preconditioners
The purpose of preconditioning a linear system is to enable the resulting preconditioned system to converge to a solution faster than a direct method under a suitable iterative method. To achieve this goal, the preconditioner should approximate the numerical properties of the coefficient matrix such that the preconditioned system needs fewer number of iterative steps to solve than the original system. At the same time, the preconditioning step should be computationally cheap, so that the additional work incurred by preconditioning can be compensated by the decrease in the number of steps required for convergence to a solution of desired accuracy. Over the years, various types of preconditioners have been proposed for the augmented system and other systems of similar structure. Such systems arise in many areas, for example, constrained optimizations and finite element discretizations of partial differential equations. Practically all of the preconditioning approaches are motivated by the 2 by 2 block structure of the augmented matrix. In this section, we give an overview of a few of them that have demonstrated some positive results for augmented systems that are not too illconditioned.
Gill et al [7] , Murphy et al [12] and Ipsen [9] studied block preconditioners that yield a preconditioned system with three or fewer distinct eigenvalues when exact Schur complement matrices are employed in the preconditioners. Theoretically, this means that optimal iterative algorithms such as Krylov subspace methods will converge to a solution in at most three iterations. However, preconditioning by the exact Schur complement matrices is computationally as expensive as solving the system by a direct method. Such preconditioners are practical only when good and inexpensive approximations of the Schur complement matrices are available. Unfortunately, such effective approximations for Schur complement matrices exist only in some special cases.
Bergamaschi et al [2] and Keller et al [10] considered block preconditioners that replace the (1, 1) block by an appropriate approximation, while keeping the remaining sparser blocks unchanged. They derived some theoretical results on the resulting preconditioned systems, such as eigenvalue distributions and convergence rate under Krylov subspace iterative methods. When diagonal approximation was used for the (1, 1) block, the resulting preconditioned iterative solutions had comparable performance with the direct methods for certain classes of problems. In particular, the iterative method outperformed the direct method when the (1, 1) block is relatively dense for the strictly convex quadratic programming problems considered in [2] . We should emphasize that the work in [2] is not directly applicable to LP because of the lack of a strictly positive definite quadratic term A more general and systematic study of block preconditioners for symmetric indefinite systems of linear equations are given by Toh et al [18] . In their work, they presented theoretical and numerical evaluations of three common types of block preconditioners, namely, the block diagonal, block constraint and block triangular preconditioners. They conducted numerical experiments on the preconditioners in Krylov subspace methods to solve large linear systems arising from finite element discretization of Biot's consolidation equations. The experimental results highlight the need to strike a balance between how well a preconditioner approximates a given matrix, and the computational cost of the preconditioning step. While theoretical results serve as good indicators of the numerical properties of the preconditioned system when sophisticated preconditioners are used, they offer little help in identifying this optimal balance when practical, and often crude, approximations are used. One can only rely on numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of the preconditioners.
Oliveira and Sorensen [14] constructed a preconditioner for the augmented system that reduces the preconditioned system to a positive definite one. Numerical experiments applying the preconditioner on conjugate gradient method verified that the resulting iterative solution can outperform the direct approach using Cholesky factorization on some large-scale LP problems when the Cholesky factors are dense. The preconditioned system performs better as the interior point iterates converge to a solution, which is a desirable property since the linear system usually gets increasingly ill-conditioned as the interior point convergence progresses. However, sophisticated techniques are required for the implementation of their preconditioning approach as it involves nontrivial operations such as selecting a set of linearly independent columns from the constraint matrix according to some criteria, and computing the sparse LU factorization for the resulting submatrix.
All the preconditioning methods surveyed in this section either implicitly assume the (1, 1) block of the augmented matrix to be reasonably well-conditioned, or that a good preconditioner for the Schur complement matrix can be found, or they involve some elaborate computation in the preconditioning step. One fact demonstrated by them is that optimal preconditioners are largely problem dependent. In the next section, we propose to construct a preconditioner based on the RAE system we derived in section 4.
Preconditioner design for the RAE system
In this section, we shall attempt to construct a preconditioner for the reduced augmented matrix by approximating the block structure of its inverse, as proposed in [18] , and also in [2] for quadratic problems.
Consider the block structure of the inverse of K:
where S is the negative of the Schur complement matrix of K, that is,
This naturally leads us to consider a preconditioner P c with the following block
where H and S are positive definite approximations of H and S, respectively.
Therefore, if H and S are effective approximations of H and S which are relatively simple to compute, the resulting preconditioned system could be expected to perform better than the original system under an iterative solution method.
Theorem 1 (a) Suppose S = B T H −1 B + Ψ is used in P c . Let n 1 be the dimension of D 1 defined in (10). Then P −1 c K has n 1 eigenvalues clustered at 1. The remaining m real eigenvalues are those of the matrix
(b) Suppose H = H is used in the preconditioner P c . Then P −1 c K has 1 as an eigenvalue with multiplicity m. The remaining n 1 eigenvalues are those of the matrix S −1 S.
Proof. It is easily verified that
(a) Since S = B T H −1 B + Ψ, the (2,2) block in (26) reduces to I n 1 . Thus
It is clear that P −1 c K has 1 as an eigenvalue with multiplicity n 1 , and the remaining eigenvalues are determined by its (1, 1) block. Note that the (1, 1) block of above preconditioned matrix is similar to
(b) When H = H, the preconditioned matrix in (26) becomes
With the above expression, it is easy to see that the result stated in the theorem holds true.
Next, we study the eigenvalue distributions of the preconditioned reduced augmented matrix using simple diagonal approximations for the (1, 1) block.
Proposition 6.1 Suppose we take H = µI and S = B T H −1 B + Ψ. Then G = U 1 (I + O(µ 2 ))U T 1 , and the matrix
has n 1 real eigenvalues clustered at 1 + O(µ) and the remaining m − n 1 real eigenvalues are those of
Proof. For H = µI,
It is readily shown by using the SVD of B that
It follows that
The required result follows readily from the above expression. Proof.
which has the same form as the matrix in part (b) of lemma 4.4. Let P = [P 1 P ⊥ 1 ], where the columns of P 1 form an orthonormal basis of R(J T ) and they form the right singular vectors of J. The columns of P ⊥ 1 form an orthonormal basis of N (J). Thus G can be expressed in the form G = P 1 (I + O(µ))P T 1 . It is easily deduced that
Now, recall that H = BB T + µW . Hence,
where Σ 1 is the diagonal matrix of positive singular values of J. Adding up the terms of P T Y P thus yields the required result.
Corollary 6.1 Suppose we take H = µdiag(H) and S = B T H −1 B + Ψ. The matrix
has n 1 positive real eigenvalues clustered at 1 + O(µ), and the remaining m − n 1 real eigenvalues are O(1).
Remark 6.1
The preceding results show that using H = diag(H) will cluster the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix at 1 and O(µ) as IPM converges to a solution, whereas using H = µI and H = µdiag(H) yields an eigenvalue distribution that is independent of µ when the IPM converges (assuming that we approximate S by S = B T H −1 B + Ψ in both cases).
Two-Phase Iterative Algorithm Design
From the theoretical results in the preceding section, we observe that the spectral properties of the preconditioned reduced augmented matrix P −1 c K is likely to improve as the interior-point iterates approach a solution. This desirable property translates to a faster convergence rate when the preconditioned linear system is solved by iterative techniques such as the Krylov subspace methods, when the IPM is converging to a solution. In contrast, when a Krylov subspace method is applied to a system of preconditioned augmented or normal equations, it typically takes very few iterations to converge in the initial steps of the IPM. However, as the IPM is converging to a solution, the Krylov subspace method typically takes an increasing number of iterations to converge.
Capitalizing on this potential of the preconditioned RAE, we propose a two-phase iterative algorithm to solve for the Newton step directions of a given LP problem in the IPM. In the first phase, we apply an established technique such as the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method to solve the normal equations. Toward the end of the IPM solution process, when it is advantageous to employ the preconditioned RAE, we switch to phase two, which applies the symmetric quasi-minimal residual (SQMR) method [6] to solve the preconditioned RAE system.
As an illustration, we attempted to solve the problem FIT2P taken from the NETLIB collection of LP problems [13] with two iterative approaches. In the first approach, we used only PCG to solve the normal equations that arose at each IPM step, and in the second approach, we used the two phase iterative algorithm. We will give more details on the preconditioners used and other experimental conditions in the next section. The results for FIT2P are tabulated in Table 1 . Table 1 , the number of PCG iterations taken to solve the normal equations generally increases as the IPM converges to a solution. On the other hand, when the two-phase algorithm switches to the RAE system (which occurs at the 17th IPM step), the number of SQMR iterations taken to solve the preconditioned RAE system generally decreases as the IPM solution converges. Furthermore, while the IPM using the two-phase iterative algorithm has successfully converged to a solution, the PCG approach has failed.
Two important implementational issues associated with the proposed two-phase iterative algorithm are: (1) how to determine the right condition to switch from phase one to phase two, and (2) how to partition the matrix D into D 1 and D 2 . We shall address these issues in the following subsections, before presenting the implementation of the algorithm in detail.
Switching criterion
There are a few reasonable switching criteria to consider:
1. Switch when the duality gap falls below a certain threshold.
2. Switch when phase 1 takes excessive number of PCG iterations to converge.
3. Switch when the elements of matrix D form 2 distinct clusters.
After experimenting on the test data from the NETLIB collection, we found that both criteria 2 and 3 gave consistent performance over the various test problems. Furthermore, by combining the two criteria, we achieved even better results generally than using either one of the criteria alone. Hence, in our computational experiments, we adopted the strategy of switching from phase one to phase two when either criterion 2 or criterion 3 is met. While the performance might turn out better for some particular problem instances when only one of the criteria is used, this strategy is able to achieve satisfactory performance for a reasonably wide range of problems.
Partitioning of matrix D
When the elements of D form two distinct clusters of different orders of magnitude, the obvious partition is to assign the cluster with smaller value to D 1 and the other cluster to D 2 . However, sometimes no obvious cluster can be determined. In that case, one possible partition is to assign elements in D that are less than 1 to D 1 , and assign the rest to D 2 . This simple strategy works fine on most of the NETLIB LP problems, and thus we adopted it in our computational experiments.
Implementation
We implemented our two-phase iterative algorithm on the MATLAB-based software package LIPSOL (version 0.6) [23] , which is a direct solver for LP problems based on predictor-corrector primal-dual IPM. In the implementation, we replaced the direct solver in LIPSOL with our two-phase iterative algorithm. The algorithm switches from phase one to phase two when the switching condition is satisfied. In the following, we describe a very simple procedure that we used to determine the switching condition.
At the kth IPM step, we assign the n 1 diagonal elements in D that are smaller than one to form the diagonal of D 1 and the remaining n 2 elements to form the diagonal of
Then we compute the logarithm of their geometric means, that is,
where D 1i and D 2i are, respectively, the ith component of the diagonal of D 1 and D 2 . In addition, if the algorithm is in phase one, we save the total number of PCG iterations p k taken to converge in the current IPM step. The switching condition is deemed to be satisfied whend 2 −d 1 > 8, or when p k−1 > max(120, 0.02m), where m is the dimension of the normal matrix. In other words, the switching is triggered if the gap between the two clusters in D is large enough, or if the PCG takes too long to converge in the previous IPM step.
We can thus summarize our algorithm as follows:
Step 1. Initialize the IPM. Set p 0 to zero.
Step 2. At the kth IPM step, partition the elements of D into D 1 and D 2 .
Step 3. Compute the geometric meansd 1 andd 2 .
Step 4. Ifd 2 −d 1 < 8 and p k−1 < max(120, 0.02m), then
Phase 1: Use PCG to solve the normal equations (8) for the search directions;
Save the total number of PCG iterations in p k .
else Phase 2: Use SQMR to solve the preconditioned RAE for the search directions.
Step 5. If the IPM converges, then stop the IPM iteration. Otherwise, proceed to the next IPM step to compute the next search directions.
In the next section, we present the computational results of testing the algorithm on a selection of LP problems.
Computational Results and Discussions
We have tested our two-phase iterative algorithm on three sets of LP problems. The first set consists of some larger problems of the NETLIB suite, the second set consists of a series of multi-commodity problems of various sizes, while the third set is a collection of highly degenerate test problems. Both the second and the third problem sets are available online at ftp://plato.asu.edu/pub/lptestset/pds/ and http://www.pmf.ni.ac.yu/ people/pecko/linprog/linprog.htm, respectively.
Here, we present our computational results to demonstrate our algorithm's capability to solve these three sets of LP problems efficiently, and to compare its performance with direct solvers based on these problems. All the numerical experiments were carried out in MATLAB version 6.5 on an i686 2.4 GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM. In the following sections, we give more details on the experiments and the results.
Preconditioning in the two-phase iterative algorithm
Without loss of generality, let the coefficient matrix A be partitioned into sparse and
Let the corresponding partition of the diagonal matrix
Consider the matrix P S formed by the part of the Schur complement matrix contributed by A s and D s , that is,
We compared the performance of the two-phase algorithm when P S and incomplete
Cholesky preconditioner P ICT (with relative drop tolerance τ = 10 −3 ) are used to precondition the PCG in phase one. It turned out that P ICT yielded better results for the multi-commodity problems, whereas P S generally performed better on the other two sets of problems. Hence, in phase one of the algorithm, we adopted P ICT as the preconditioner for the multi-commodity problems and P S as the preconditioner for the other two sets of problems. We should emphasize that our purpose of the numerical experiments is not on evaluating the preconditioners for the Schur complement matrix but on evaluating the viability of the RAE approach in computing search directions.
The preconditioner P c for the reduced augmented matrix and its properties have been discussed in section 6.2. We consider the following variations of H and S:
where L is the incomplete Cholesky factor of H computed with relative drop tolerance 10 −3 . After evaluating their performance with a few LP problems, it became clear that option (1) yields the best performance in terms of computational time. While option (6) yields the least number of iterations taken to converge, option (1) outperforms it because it takes significantly less computational effort in the preconditioning step. This underscores the fact that, to construct an effective preconditioner for a given matrix, a balance needs to be struck between how well a preconditioner approximates the matrix, and the computational cost of the preconditioning step.
In addition to the above options of H, we also found that using H = √ µI yielded very similar performance as H = diag(H). On the other hand, the approximation H = µI seemed to be less robust than H = √ µI and H = diag(H). The reason that the former performs worse than the latter is because the resulting preconditioner P c is very ill-conditioned and in finite precision arithmetic, the computed inverse of P c is not a close approximation to the true inverse. We hence chose preconditioner P c with H = diag(H) and S = B T H −1 B +Ψ for the RAE system in phase two of the algorithm.
To apply the preconditioner P c in a Krylov subspace method, the preconditioning step
can be computed efficiently as follows:
Compute w = H −1 u;
We avoid explicitly computing S −1 by pre-computing the sparse Cholesky factorization of the n 1 × n 1 matrix S, and then solve the resulting linear system each time we need to evaluate z = S −1 (B T w − v) in the preconditioning step. Moreover, if the indices of D that are partitioned into D 1 and D 2 in the current IPM step are identical to those in the previous IPM step, then the symbolic factors of S in the previous step may be reused in the sparse Cholesky factorization of the current S. This situation tends to occur more frequently as the IPM converges to a solution, and thus reusing the symbolic factors will help cut down the computational effort required in the preconditioning step of the reduced augmented matrix. Table 2 and Table 3 display the main statistics of the first and second problem sets after preprocessing by LIPSOL. The first set consists of a selection of larger problems of the NETLIB collection. The second set is a collection of multi-commodity problems with 11 commodities. The suffix of a problem name indicates the number of days being modelled in that problem, for example, PDS-06 models six days, PDS-30 models thirty days and so on. Consequently, the problem dimension ranges from a few thousands to hundreds of thousands. These problems are selected to demonstrate our algorithm's capability in solving LP problems of large dimensions efficiently. In the experiment, we used the default convergence criterion in LIPSOL for the IPM, which was
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where r p and r d are the residual vectors defined in (6), and n is the dimension of x.
Given a linear systemÃx =b, letx k be the computed value forx at the kth iteration of an iterative solution. The PCG and SQMR methods in our two-phase algorithm would stop at the kth iteration if
We have generated three sets of results using the sparse Cholesky solver in LIPSOL, our two-phase iterative algorithm, and the PCG method, as summarized in Tables 4 and 5. Each table shows the computational time in seconds (under column 'ctime'), the number of IPM iterations (under column 'it.') required to converge to an optimal solution, as well as the optimal objective values (under column 'op. val'). We should mention that it makes sense to use the direct approach for solving LP as the benchmark for comparing the performance of our two-phase iterative approach. This is because the direct approach based on sparse Cholesky factorization is highly optimized as it has been researched and developed for more than 20 years.
On the whole, the results indicate that the direct method is generally faster than the two-phase iterative algorithm for the smaller problems, while the converse is true for the larger problems. Both methods take similar number of IPM steps to converge to an optimal solution. The results in Table 4 show that, with the exception of CRE-C, the two-phase iterative algorithm is competitive with the direct method for the selected NETLIB problems. In fact, it even performs better than the direct method in solving problems DFL001 and MAROS-R7.
On the other hand, the results in Table 5 clearly demonstrate the advantages of the two-phase iterative algorithm over the direct approach. Observe that, for this set of problems, the two-phase algorithm is slower than the direct method for the two smallest problems PDS-02 and PDS-06. However, it starts to outperform the latter from PDS-10 onward, and the computational speed advantage increases with the problem size: it is only slightly faster than the direct method in solving PDS-10, about 4 times as fast for PDS-30, and almost 9 times as fast for PDS-70. Furthermore, the direct method runs out of memory for PDS-80 and above. In contrast, the two-phase iterative algorithm is able to solve all the problems.
The PCG method performs well for most of the NETLIB problems in Table 4 , except for DFL001 and FIT2P, where it fails to converge due to ill-conditioning in the final IPM steps. For the PDS problems, however, it performs badly on its own.
Based on the experimental results, we thus conclude that the two-phase iterative algorithm is competitive with the direct method in solving some large-scale LP problems.
It even has the potential to greatly outperform the direct method in both computational speed and memory requirement for solving very large problems with hundreds of thousands of variables. As mentioned before, the direct approach is highly optimized, whereas our algorithm can still be refined. [17] mentioned that these test problems cause serious numerical difficulties in established LP solvers such as PCx [3] and HOPDM [8] . The two direct solvers we used for comparison were LIPSOL and LOQO [21] . The optimality criteria for LOQO was the default value set in LOQO, which were that the primal and dual objective values agree to 8 significant figures, and that the primal and dual are feasible to the level of 10 −6 in relative error. Table 6 presents the number of IPM iterations taken by LIPSOL, LOQO and the two-phase iterative algorithm to converge, as well as the optimal objective values attained. A dash '-' indicates failure to converge to a solution.
From the results, it is clear that the two-phase iterative algorithm is able to solve most of the highly degenerate problems, while LIPSOL and LOQO failed to solve many of them. Hence, they verified the theoretical results that the preconditioned RAE is less likely to be affected by ill-conditioning as the IPM converges. preconditioned system is likely to become better conditioned toward the end of the interior-point algorithm.
Capitalizing on the special spectral properties of the transformed matrix, we further proposed a two-phase iterative algorithm that starts by solving the normal equations with PCG in each IPM iteration. As the elements in the matrix D forms two distinct clusters of different magnitudes as the interior point iterates converge to a solution, the two-phase algorithm switches to solve the preconditioned reduced augmented system with SQMR when the magnitude difference is large enough. A simple heuristic has also been developed to determine the point to switch from phase one to phase two.
The experimental results have demonstrated the potential of our proposed method in solving large-scale LP problems as well as highly degenerate LP problems. In particular, we have seen that it is competitive with sparse Cholesky method in terms of computational time and memory requirement taken to solve the large problems. It also outperforms the direct methods in solving some highly degenerate problems. There is still some room to improve the efficiency of the algorithm by refining the numerical computation, such as the handling of dense rows in the matrix involved in SQMR.
Finally, the next step that we can explore to take this iterative approach to the next level may include the following areas: (a) Devise a better switching condition so as to improve the performance by better utilising the advantages of phase one and two; (b)
Develop a better preconditioner for RAE to improve the spectral properties at similar, if not reduced computational cost; (c) Develop more effective preconditioner for the Schur complement matrix S used in phase one of our two-phase iterative algorithm.
